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Our Intention
Benefits, Resources, Components
Roadmap

About UNC
Planning
Structure

Assessment & What We Learned
Assessment and Feedback
Applying Concepts
11,936 Enrolled

9,394 Undergraduate
2,542 Graduate

*Fall 2015 Census
• Freshman Orientation
• Parent Orientation
• Transfer & Non-Traditional Welcome
• Online Orientation
• LaUNCh
*Fall 2015 Census

34% First Gen
Roadmap

About UNC
Planning
Structure

Assessment & What We Learned
Assessment and Feedback
Applying Concepts
Calling all Campus Partners!
2 hours to work with

What’s already included

Literature

LET’S WORK TOGETHER
Literature Used


DECIDING HOW TO MARKET I’M FIRST WORKSHOP TO STUDENTS
College Life Panel

“Academic Success”

“Return on Investment”

“Balancing School/Personal/Work”
Financial Aid 101

- Locating and accepting awards
- True costs to college
- Using loans wisely
- Timing of financial aid disbursement
Small Group Time
Roadmap

About UNC
Planning
Structure

Assessment & What We Learned
Tips for Implementation
Applying Concepts
78% of First Generation Students Attended
The best thing about the workshop was definitely the panel. Their stories were very relatable on being a first generation student.
What We Learned

- Schedule Changes
- Training
Roadmap

About UNC
Planning
Structure

Assessment & What We Learned
Tips for Implementation
Applying Concepts

2015 NODA Annual Conference
Gather Campus Data
What Makes Sense
Getting Students To Attend

HOW TO MARKET
Roadmap

About UNC
Planning
Structure

Assessment & What We Learned
Tips for Implementation
Applying Concepts
New Student Orientation
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